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PROSECUTORS AND THEIR STATE AND LOCAL POLITIES

RONALD F. WRIGHT*

Prosecutors routinely decline to file charges in individual cases; sometimes they also announce general policies about declinations that apply prospectively to entire categories of cases. The legitimacy of these categorical declination policies is in dispute. Current accounts of declinations rely on arguments about the traditional activities of prosecutors and the distinction between executive and legislative functions in constitutional separation of powers doctrine. This Article argues that chief prosecutors in state court systems hold competing loyalties to statewide voters and local voters. These duties to state and local polities should also influence the declination policies that a prosecutor adopts.

Duties to statewide voters derive from the fact that state legislatures create the criminal codes that prosecutors enforce. State government also funds some of the work of local prosecutors, but that funding is not sufficient to allow full enforcement of the criminal law. The state-level polity, therefore, empowers the local prosecutor to allocate scarce resources and to decline charges—even for entire categories of cases—as a means of promoting public safety that matches local conditions. Local prosecutors can meet their obligations to the statewide polity by framing their policies as rebuttable presumptions against filing charges and by justifying those policies as a reallocation of limited resources.

Duties to the local polity can add further legitimacy to a prosecutor’s declination policy. Local views about the relative importance of crime should matter, particularly in circumstances where local governments fund aspects of court operations, the effects of crime and law enforcement are concentrated locally, and state law grants autonomy to the local prosecutor.

* Needham Y. Gulley Professor of Criminal Law, Wake Forest University. I am grateful to Meredith Martin Rountree, Maybell Romero, Rebecca Roiphe, Destiny Peery, Dana Aurelie Ouss, Dana Mulhauser, Christopher Lewis, Kay Levine, Russell Gold, Stephen Galloob, Daniel Fryer, Chad Flanders, Brittany Deitch, Vincent Chiao, and Jeffrey Bellin for their comments on an early version of this essay.
INTRODUCTION
Prosecutors dominate the decision not to file criminal charges. Lately, it seems, prosecutors in some jurisdictions talk more openly and categorically about this power. Rather than deciding quietly to decline charges in a particular case, they announce publicly that going forward their office plans to decline certain types of cases across the board.¹ Such categorical declinations might extend to selected criminal statutes, such as marijuana possession, or might extend to groups of defendants, such as juveniles or homeless people, who face designated charges.²

These categorical declination policies differ from more familiar uses of the declination power for two reasons. First, they are publicly announced, and, second, they are not justified on the basis of facts in the particular case. Prosecutors traditionally refuse to file charges in individual cases for various reasons. Sometimes it is because of a lack of evidence, sometimes it is to shift limited resources to other potential cases, and sometimes it is because a criminal prosecution would not produce justice or public safety in the

¹ See infra Part I.
particular case. These decisions, however, are typically not announced to the public, and they do not ordinarily apply prospectively to entire categories of cases.

Legislatures and judges in the United States do not typically enforce limits on the prosecutor’s discretion to decline charges. Nevertheless, a prosecutor’s declination policy is a matter of debate within the prosecutor’s office, among other lawyers, and with the larger voting public. Within this arena of public debate, prosecutors’ announcements about their declination plans have prompted controversy about where to place those limits and when those declinations should be deemed legitimate or illegitimate.

One approach to this question—one might call it the “leniency option”—validates prosecutorial leniency in almost every form. With the possible exception of declinations motivated by invidious discrimination or personal gain, this approach holds that the prosecutor may refuse to initiate charges against any individual or in any class of cases, so long as the refusal is based on an appeal to the common good. Under this view, no other governmental actor may properly compel the prosecutor to pursue a criminal case.

Another school of thought—one might call it the “individuals-only option”—draws a line between case-by-case declinations (which are seen as


6 See infra Part II.

acceptable) and categorical decisions to decline charges (which are not). For this camp, any declinations that apply to entire categories of criminal charges or criminal defendants are improper uses of prosecutorial discretion.

These two familiar accounts of the outer bounds of the prosecutor’s declination power are both grounded in the separation of powers theory, despite the different outcomes they advocate. According to this theory, a declination is legitimate when it remains an exercise of prosecutorial power, as defined in historical and constitutional terms. When a prosecutor encroaches on the work of the legislature by effectively decriminalizing entire categories of conduct that are punishable in the criminal code, the declination is illegitimate. Thus, according to this view, the essence of the prosecutor’s role defines the boundaries of the declination power.

In this Article, I argue that not all limits on the declination power of state and local prosecutors in the United States derive from a separation of powers theory or from any single account of the essential nature of the prosecutor’s job. Instead, proper limits on the prosecutor’s declination power should also account for the division of authority between levels of government: federal versus state and state versus local governmental authority. Viewing prosecutor declination policies from this vantage point takes into account the importance of diverse structures and practices among different prosecutors’ offices.

The different levels of government matter because prosecutors answer to a different electorate—a different polity— at each level. Although federal prosecutors enforce the criminal laws of the national government on behalf of a national polity, most state prosecutors straddle two different polities.

---


9 See infra Part II.

10 See Logan Sawyer, Reform Prosecutors and Separation of Powers, 72 OKLA. L. REV. 603, 608–09 (2020) (arguing that prosecutor declination policies can be squared with traditional prosecutor functions as defined in separation of powers concepts, properly understood).

11 See L. B. Schwartz, Federal Criminal Jurisdiction and Prosecutors’ Discretion, 13 L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 64, 87 (1948) (advocating declinations by federal prosecutors under a “general policy of remitting local offenders to local authorities”); Michael A. Simons, Prosecutorial Discretion and Prosecution Guidelines: A Case Study in Controlling
They enforce the criminal laws enacted by the representatives of a statewide electorate and, at the same time, they must also account for the current enforcement priorities of the local county residents who elected them to office. Prosecutors answer, at least in part, to those local residents who most immediately feel the effects of their work to promote public safety.\footnote{Federalization, 75 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 893, 930–36 (2000); see generally Jonathan H. Adler, Our Federalism on Drugs, in MARIJUANA FEDERALISM: UNCLE SAM AND MARY JANE (Jonathan H. Adler ed., 2020) (describing distinctive roles for federal and state enforcement of marijuana laws).}

Although individual case declinations fit easily with the prosecutor’s duty to a statewide polity, categorical declinations require more careful explanations from the prosecutor.\footnote{See infra Part III.B.} It is easiest to justify declination policies as presumptions—that is, a general office practice of refusing to charge—while leaving open the possibility of a prosecution under exceptional circumstances. These presumptions can be founded on the prosecutor’s judgment about where to spend limited resources.

Further, when local residents favor non-enforcement of particular criminal laws, their voice adds greater legitimacy to the prosecutor’s declination policy. It is appropriate for voters in the district to influence the local prosecutor’s priorities in pursuing one type of criminal case when compared to others.\footnote{For an insightful discussion of the political theory implications of prosecutor declination policies created in response to voter preferences, see generally W. Kerrel Murray, Populist Prosecutorial Nullification, 96 N.Y.U. L. Rev. (forthcoming 2020), https://ssrn.com/abstract=3542575.}

Some local input matters more than others. For instance, some legal environments strengthen the prosecutor’s duties to the local polity when they rely on local governments to fund aspects of criminal enforcement or when they grant legal autonomy to local officials.\footnote{See infra Part IV.B.} In such a locally oriented legal framework, a prosecutor might go beyond mere presumptive declinations. Categorical declinations might be appropriate in that local setting to block the use of state statutes that fall outside the core provisions of the criminal code. A clear-cut rule against prosecution under these statutes can serve the customized public safety needs of the locality and reflect the current

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnote{The jumble of names that apply to prosecutors in the United States embody the conflicting loyalties between state and local polities. They are known, in various places, as “State’s Attorneys,” “County Attorneys,” “District Attorneys,” “Prosecuting Attorneys,” “Circuit Solicitors,” and many other titles. While many prosecutors are selected by voters in a single county, there are also local prosecutorial districts comprised of several counties. See Carissa Byrne Hessick & Michael Morse, Picking Prosecutors, 105 IOWA L. Rev. 1537, 1549 (2020).}
\footnote{See supra Part III.B.}
\end{footnotesize}
enforcement priorities of the local voters. Further, a clear announcement of such a rule promotes better accountability of the prosecutor to the public.

Ultimately, this framework of competing polities can accommodate both those prosecutors who limit their declinations to individual cases and—in the proper circumstances—prosecutors who make declinations categorically. Prosecutors who decline charges on either basis can fulfill their duties to both sets of voters.

Part II of this Article offers examples of prosecutors’ categorical declination policies, emphasizing that prosecutors who hold differing political views have invoked similarly broad declination authority. Part III describes the influence of separation of powers concepts in some familiar accounts of declinations. Part IV then explores the prosecutor’s duties to a statewide polity and explains the importance of linking declination policies to resource allocation in that context. Part V turns to the prosecutor’s duties to a local polity and elaborates how those duties can reinforce the legitimacy of most declination policies. In the end, this Article concludes that these competing loyalties are compatible, and it is possible for prosecutors to answer to both state and local constituencies.

I. CATEGORICAL DECLINATION POLICIES

The prosecutor’s power to decline charges that the police recommend to them is centrally relevant to current debates about criminal justice reform. New declination policies form just one part of a larger suite of changes to the prosecutor’s role that is now taking hold in some places. This different understanding of the job—described in some circles as progressive or reform prosecution—looks beyond the outcomes obtained in the criminal courts as a measure of success. These prosecutors aim to promote public safety through closer partnerships with the community, while shrinking the reach of the criminal courts and prisons. This changed vision of the job affects the way that prosecutors’ offices approach many tasks, including diversion programs, pretrial release, conviction integrity review, sentence severity review, reentry programs, and more. But the charging practices of an office should appear near the top of any reformer’s list. The mix of charges and declinations can reshape public safety at the local level more profoundly—

---


and with less need for cooperation from other actors—than any other component of the prosecutor’s work.\footnote{See Jeffrey Bellin, The Power of Prosecutors, 94 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 171, 180–81 (2019) (arguing that core of prosecutor power is their authority to select charges).}

This Part places into context the typical practices American prosecutors employ when they decline charges in individual cases. Then it collects some recent examples of prosecutor office policies that call for declinations for entire categories of cases.

A. CASE-LEVEL DECLINATIONS

The decision of an individual prosecutor to decline charges in a single case is unremarkable, both in the United States and elsewhere.\footnote{See Jörg-Martijn Jehle & Marianne Wade, Coping with Overloaded Criminal Justice Systems: The Rise of Prosecutorial Power Across Europe 21 (2006) (examining increased use of declinations in several national court systems in Europe); Newman F. Baker, The Prosecutor–Initiation of Prosecution, 23 J. Crim. L. & Criminology 770, 776-86 (1933) (reviewing typical day of declination and charging decisions of an individual prosecutor).} Legal traditions around the world empower prosecutors to decline charges when they believe that the evidence does not support criminal proceedings. Prosecutors in some countries, such as Germany, operate within a tradition of “compulsory prosecution,” which calls for the prosecutor to file charges whenever the government assembles sufficient evidence to support those charges.\footnote{See Joachim Herrmann, The Rule of Compulsory Prosecution and the Scope of Prosecutorial Discretion in Germany, 41 U. Chi. L. Rev. 468, 469–70 (1974).} The flip side of that duty means that the prosecutor must decline to file charges when there is insufficient proof.

Prosecutors in other systems, such as those in the Netherlands, function within a tradition of the “opportunity principle,” which allows the prosecutor to decline charges in opportune cases. Put another way, prosecutors may decline to file charges to direct limited resources to other cases or to recognize the defendant’s lack of dangerousness.\footnote{See Victoria Colvin, The Riddle of Prosecutorial Discretion, in The Evolving Role of the Public Prosecutor 139, 140–42 (Victoria Colvin and Philip Stenning eds., 2019); Henk van de Bunt & Jean-Louis van Gelder, The Dutch Prosecution Service, 41 Crime and Justice 117, 123–25 (2012). High volumes of incoming criminal cases tend to increase the prosecutor’s power to weed out some cases within either of these traditions. See Jehle & Wade, supra note 19, at 8–10. Similarly, the bureaucratic structures of prosecutor services in various countries set the proper limits of declinations in those places. Senior prosecutors in some countries conduct formal reviews of declinations, sometimes at the request of the victim of an alleged crime. Such a review structure creates an institutional home where prosecutors can develop criteria for sound declination choices. See David T. Johnson, The Japanese Way of Justice: Prosecuting Crime in Japan 128–32 (2001); Michael Jasch, Prosecution...
The “opportunity principle” is the better description of charge selection in the United States. Prosecutors across the United States share a similar reasoning process to the countries that employ this principle as they consider whether to file or decline charges. As field studies reveal, prosecutors ask two distinct questions during the charging process. First is the issue of evidentiary sufficiency: is there enough evidence to prove each element of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt? Second comes the question of proportionality: does this case make wise use of the limited resources of this office and the criminal courts? Would a criminal prosecution do justice for the victim, the defendant, and the entire community when compared to other forms of accountability? This two-step process for evaluating possible charges is common practice for U.S. prosecutors.

B. THE ARRIVAL OF CATEGORICAL DECLINATIONS

This consensus breaks down, however, when the topic moves from declinations in individual cases to broader categorical declination policies.

---


Such policies have existed for decades. Prosecutors have, until recently, been reluctant to release or publicize the policies they created for purposes of internal guidance and consistency. The decision to keep these policies hidden spurred debates about transparency and public access to the policies’ terms.

Recently, in response to the changing politics of crime in the United States, more prosecutors have gone public with their declination policies. Sometimes their policies have appeared in election campaigns as candidates for the chief prosecutor’s office vow not to file any charges for specific types of crimes. Consider first the chief prosecutors who campaigned in local elections on the promise to decline most or all charges for possession of small amounts of marijuana. Others announced that they would stop filing criminal charges for jumping turnstiles to ride local subways without paying a fare.

Some prosecutors have declined to prosecute charges based on

---


27 In particular, public opinion in some jurisdictions over the last few years has made it viable for prosecutors and police to address mass incarceration and racial disparities in law enforcement. See generally Lauren M. Ouziel, Democracy, Bureaucracy, and Criminal Justice Reform, 61 B.C. L. REV. 523 (2020) (discussing democratic responsiveness and systemic legitimacy in criminal legal systems during an era of transition to less emphasis on prison usage and greater concern over racial disparities).


29 E.g., James C. McKinley Jr, For Manhattan Fare Beaters, One-Way Ticket to Court May Be Over, N.Y. TIMES (Jun. 30, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/30/nyregion/subway-fare-beating-new-york.html [perma.cc/7a5j-lybk]; ROLLINS, supra note 2 (describing policy of presumed refusal to charge for fifteen offenses, including marijuana, shoplifting, and trespass).
violations of social-distancing laws designed to prevent the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic.\(^{30}\)

In a related maneuver, prosecutors sometimes announce a policy to replace a more serious crime with a lesser charge as a routine matter. For instance, offices have declared that they will stop filing felony charges for retail theft below a designated dollar value, treating those cases as misdemeanors instead.\(^{31}\) Similarly, some prosecutors declare that they will not request the death penalty in murder cases.\(^{32}\)

Contrary to what one might expect, these categorical declination policies do not all come from prosecutors associated with the political left.\(^{33}\) Switching the political valence, one Tennessee prosecutor announced to participants at a Bible conference in 2018 that he would not enforce state laws against domestic partner violence in cases involving same-sex couples. He explained this policy as a routine exercise of prosecutorial discretion: prosecutors “can choose not to prosecute anything . . . . [T]he social


engineers on the Supreme Court now decided we have homosexual marriage. I disagree with them."

A different type of declination policy aims for effects beyond the boundaries of the local district. Prosecutors sometimes announce their policies in an effort to influence state legislators, signaling their support for changes to the current criminal statutes. For instance, a number of prosecutors have highlighted their charging policies related to low-level drug crimes during legislative debates about possible amendments to those laws.

From time to time, prosecutors even announce anticipatory declinations, stating they do not plan to enforce proposed laws in the future. They announce these policies while legislators debate the bills’ merits. For instance, some prosecutors in Virginia and elsewhere declared their counties to be “Second Amendment Sanctuaries.” They said their offices would not file criminal charges under proposed gun control laws being debated in their state legislatures because, in their view, the bills violated the constitutional right to bear arms and made local residents feel less secure. From a different political vantage point, prosecutors have also declared that they would not enforce any proposed criminal statutes that would punish women who obtain an abortion after six weeks of pregnancy. Those laws, in the view of the prosecutors, violated the constitutional rights of women to access these health services.

---


39 Id.
II. POTENTIAL LIMITS ON DECLINATION POLICIES

In legal systems across the United States, limits on the prosecutor’s categorical declinations are generally not found in federal or state constitutional doctrine or statutes.\(^{40}\) Legislatures and judges remain mostly silent on the declination of charges, whether for individual defendants or for entire categories.\(^{41}\) A local chief prosecutor can control the declination choices of her line prosecutors,\(^{42}\) and one generally cannot appeal the decision.\(^{43}\)

Instead of formal review mechanisms within the legal system, local prosecutors in the United States face political accountability for their declinations.\(^{44}\) When they announce their declination policies, prosecutors spark a debate among other actors within the local criminal courts about the wisdom and legitimacy of their choices—a debate that does not happen when line prosecutors issue individual declinations without explanation.\(^{45}\) Chief prosecutors also face scrutiny from other prosecutors and attorneys throughout the state and beyond.\(^{46}\) Local prosecutors often respond to

---

40 While judges in a few cases have blocked prosecutors from declaring general and prospective rules about granting access to diversion programs, those rulings are based on specific language in the rules and statutes that establish those programs. See State v. Baynes, 690 A.2d 594, 597–600 (N.J. 1997) (preventing prosecutor from implementing categorical ban on defendant eligibility for judicially-created pretrial diversion program).

41 See MILLER, supra note 22, at 154–59.

42 Line prosecutors are the attorneys in the office who deal with individual case-level questions and carry out the policies of the elected chief prosecutor.

43 See Austin Sarat & Conor Clarke, Beyond Discretion: Prosecution, the Logic of Sovereignty, and the Limits of Law, 33 L. & SOC. INQUIRY 387, 398 (2008). In other countries, with more centralized and bureaucratized prosecutorial services, the decision by an individual prosecutor to decline charges is reviewable by supervisors. General guidance about the filing of charges is also set at the departmental level. See JOHNSON, supra note 21 at 128–32; Moohr, supra note 21.


46 E.g., Andrea Estes & Shelley Murphy, Stopping Injustice or Putting the Public at Risk? Suffolk DA Rachael Rollins’s Tactics Spur Pushback, BOSTON GLOBE (July 6, 2019, 5:57 PM) https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2019/07/06/stopping-injustice-putting-public-risk-suffolk-rachael-rollins-tactics-spur-pushback/IFC6Rp4VHiVhOf2t97bFI/story.html [perma.cc/vfc3-mt8g] (“Some fellow prosecutors as well as police officials fear that Rollins is compromising public safety by letting criminals off the hook, while some judges have scolded her assistants in open court for letting repeat offenders go and sometimes not requesting bail in serious cases.”).
critiques of their policies, creating a discussion that rarely happens in the context of individual case declinations.47

This Part reviews two leading approaches to defining the limits of the prosecutor’s power to decline charges. One approach places stronger limits on the power, allowing declinations only in exceptional cases and never in categorical form. The second approach endorses virtually all exercises of leniency by prosecutors. Despite the different outcomes they produce, however, these two approaches share a reliance on separation of powers principles and a uniform, traditional account of the prosecutor’s job. For that reason, neither approach to prosecutor declinations is sufficient to explain the proper limits on this power. The job of the prosecutor differs from place to place, making it inappropriate to set uniform limits on declinations in every community and for every office.

A. ADVOCATES FOR EXCEPTIONAL AND CASE-LEVEL DECLINATIONS

Some critics of declination policies set the theoretical boundaries for proper declinations in terms of historical practice or constitutional structure. They ask whether declinations of different types fall within the traditional duties of prosecutors.

One prominent school of thought follows this line of reasoning to conclude that prosecutors should restrict themselves to declinations for individual cases and should avoid general and prospective policies. One might call this the individual-only option. For instance, U.S. Attorney General William Barr and other officials in the U.S. Department of Justice have attacked state court prosecutors who refuse to file minor criminal charges.48 Barr criticizes these prosecutors for abdicating the prosecutor’s traditional functions in two senses. First, Barr argues that prosecutors provide inadequate support for police officers when they decline to pursue too many cases.49 Prosecutors work in tandem with the police to maximize the impact


of criminal charges, especially those resulting in prison sentences. Thus, he says, declinations should be exceptional because each charge that a prosecutor turns away damages trust with law enforcement and weakens the deterrent power of the criminal law.50

Second, according to this line of critique, prosecutors invade the legislature’s role when they make prospective categorical judgments about which crimes are worth prosecuting and which are not. Categorical no-charge policies go beyond the prosecutor’s duty to enforce the law that others create.51

There are several problems with this critique.52 For one thing, it ignores traditional practices of local chief prosecutors, who commonly formulate general guidance for their line prosecutors about when to decline charges.53

For decades, prosecutor offices have issued policy guidance to line prosecutors, including policies that instruct prosecutors to decline charges for “joyriding” or to ignore theft or destruction of property cases that fall below curfew violations, because picking which laws to enforce is “a dereliction of duty to their oath of office”).


a designated level of property loss.\textsuperscript{54} The policies are prospective and categorical. If categorical declinations are not part of the prosecutor’s job, that would be news to the prosecutors themselves.

Another problem with the critique is that it starts from the false assumption that all prosecutors perform the same job. These criticisms from federal prosecutors, directed to state and local prosecutors, show no awareness that state and local prosecutors operate in a completely different legal and institutional universe from them. They have different budgets to allocate, unique law enforcement relationships to manage, distinctive judicial concerns to address, and higher volumes of cases to manage. There is no single prosecutorial tradition that encompasses all of the many ways that prosecutors respond to their different institutional environments and distinctive threats to local public safety. It is therefore inappropriate to construct a single theory of prosecutor declinations on the basis of a single—and non-existent—tradition of the prosecutor’s work.

B. ADVOCATES FOR LENIENCY ACROSS ALL SETTINGS

Another approach to declination approves almost all forms of leniency by criminal prosecutors. There are a few outer limits to declinations under this leniency option. For instance, the reasons for declination should reflect the common good, rather than private advantage,\textsuperscript{55} and the refusal to charge cannot be motivated by invidious discrimination.\textsuperscript{56} But even with those limitations, the claim is broad. A prosecutor’s refusal to charge could be based on evidentiary weakness in the case or on proportionality concerns; it could also take the form of a silent declination in a single case or an announced policy of leniency for entire categories of crimes or suspects.\textsuperscript{57} Like the reasonable doubt standard of proof at trial, a broad prosecutorial power to decline cases is part of a constitutional order that favors liberty.

One rationale for this wide-open approach to declinations invokes history: single-case declinations were a normal part of the legal landscape

\textsuperscript{54} See U.S. DEP’T OF JUST., supra note 24, at 23–24; Lundquist, supra note 24, at 493–94.
\textsuperscript{55} See Green & Roiphe, supra note 7, at 831–33.
during early U.S. history.\textsuperscript{58} Granted, this practice did not mean as much in the distant past as it does today, largely because public prosecutor offices in that earlier era did not hold a monopoly over the selection of charges. Instead, private attorneys represented crime victims—that is, they prosecuted cases—in state criminal courts, which meant that no policy or practice of the public prosecutor could prevent private parties and their attorneys from filing their own criminal charges.\textsuperscript{59} But during the ensuing decades, courts and legislatures reduced the role of crime victims in charging decisions and gave public prosecutors greater centralized control over filing charges.\textsuperscript{60} Under this new scheme, prosecutors could make their declinations stick. Furthermore, as public prosecution became the work of full-time attorneys in offices with bureaucratic routines, their declinations moved beyond the single-case setting. It became more common to encounter office rules and expectations about declinations.\textsuperscript{61}

Thus, although historical practice does support a leniency-based account of declinations to some extent, history falls short of a complete explanation. Early declination practice only extended to single cases and even the more recent examples of general office guidance about declinations were typically framed as presumptive internal guidance for ordinary cases rather than clear-cut prospective rules announced to the public.\textsuperscript{62}

A second rationale for broad declination power comes from the separation of powers doctrine. According to this view, judges cannot limit

\textsuperscript{58} See Joan E. Jacoby, The American Prosecutor: A Search for Identity 28–36 (1980) (describing discretionary charging power of prosecutors as chief law enforcement officer in nineteenth and twentieth centuries). The theory distinguishes criminal prosecutors from other executive branch enforcement agents, who arguably have more limited authority to decline enforcement actions. There are administrative enforcement contexts, however, where a comparison to criminal case declinations is treated as relevant. Cf. Zohra Ahmed, The Sanctuary of Prosecutorial Nullification, 83 ALB. L. REV. 239 (2019) (describing role of local prosecutors in blocking operation of federal discretion over immigration removals by declining charges that would trigger removal process); see also Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821 (1985).


\textsuperscript{60} See State ex rel. Wild v. Otis, 257 N.W.2d 361, 365 (Minn. 1977); State v. Harrington, 534 S.W.2d 44, 49–50 (Mo. 1976); Jacoby, supra note 58, at 16–19.


the prosecutor’s decision to refuse charges because the Constitution assigns that choice to the prosecutor.63

Courts have routinely affirmed that prosecutors may decline to file charges, even if a grand jury or judge decided that criminal charges were appropriate.64 The power to initiate criminal charges (and the concomitant power not to begin the case) is often said to be a quintessential executive power, sitting right at the heart of the separation of powers doctrine.65 Judicial opinions describe the prosecutor’s authority over charge selection in broad terms. Those holdings deal with single-case declinations, but their rationales and the dicta could easily apply to categorical declinations based on office policies.

Although this argument for a wide-ranging authority to decline cases has important virtues, it misses some of the diversity among prosecutors’ offices and practices across jurisdictions. Prosecutorial duties are not the same everywhere. Some prosecutors have control over the entire criminal docket, while others divide responsibilities for misdemeanor and ordinance violations with city prosecutors or other specialized offices.66 Some prosecutors even represent units of city or county government on civil matters.67 Still another jurisdictional variation allows for prosecutors to assert a role for their offices in matters both upstream and downstream from the criminal courts, on issues such as diversion of potential defendants into community treatment and reentry of former defendants into the community after serving their criminal sentences.68 These and other differences in history, power-sharing arrangements, and non-courtroom duties that apply to prosecutors in each state suggest that the nature of the prosecutor’s job takes distinctive forms in different places.

Furthermore, even if we were to give controlling weight to the separation of powers doctrine to determine what counts as a prosecutorial function, that doctrine also varies by state. The individual-only and leniency options for prosecutor declinations both treat federal and state constitutional


64 See Brown, supra note 4, at 66–67.


doctrine on the separation of powers as identical. But judges interpret some state constitutions to give the judiciary only limited roles over the initial filing and dismissal of criminal charges.\textsuperscript{69} Judges in other states, however, read their constitutions and interconnected statutes to grant themselves a persistent power over dismissals.\textsuperscript{70} Further, in certain types of cases (for instance, criminal statutes that trigger mandatory minimum sentences), judges treat the power to file or decline the charge as a component of the sentencing power the state constitution reserves for judges. As a result, under such statutes, judges have some constitutionally mandated input in a charging decision.\textsuperscript{71}

Each of the two leading accounts of prosecutorial declination authority reviewed here—the more restrictive version that allows only case-specific declinations and the broader endorsement of prosecutorial exercises of leniency in any form—proceed from a uniform view of prosecutors. Public prosecutors in the United States, they presume, operate within a single historical tradition, a single definition of the role of a prosecutor. A uniform theory of declinations, however, does not work well for all the varied state and local prosecutor offices in the United States.\textsuperscript{72} The features of the job that all prosecutors share across jurisdictions are relevant, but the common ground among prosecutors is not sufficient to set uniform limits on their declinations.

III. DUTIES TO THE STATEWIDE POLITY

A search for the outer boundaries of prosecutorial power—as seen through the lens of history and separation of powers doctrine—is not enough to evaluate prosecutor declination practices. A more pragmatic approach explores the level of government in which prosecutors operate.\textsuperscript{73}

If separation of powers doctrine divides power into three columns (one for each branch of government), a level of government approach divides that power into rows (one row each for federal, state, and local governments).\textsuperscript{74}

\textsuperscript{69} See Brown, supra note 4, at 67–76.

\textsuperscript{70} Id. at 67–73.


\textsuperscript{72} See generally David Alan Sklansky, The Problems with Prosecutors, 1 ANN. REV. CRIMINOLOGY 451 (2018); Sklansky, supra note 7 (describing prosecutors as actors that mediate between conflicting system values).

\textsuperscript{73} For a similar effort to evaluate the impact of many contextual factors on the selection of a prosecutorial declination policy, see generally Murray, supra note 14.

\textsuperscript{74} For a discussion of “vertical” and “horizontal” imagery in separation of powers theory, see generally Victoria Nourse, The Vertical Separation of Powers, 49 DUKE L.J. 749 (1999) (characterizing government departments with different functions as separated powers along a horizontal axis).
Some powers are available only to government actors on the federal level, but those powers might not be effective to address issues that operate on the state or local levels. Similarly, state powers do not reliably extend to problems on the federal or the local level.

Within this framework, state criminal prosecutors occupy a conflicted position, reaching across two levels of government. On the one hand, they derive some authority from the state government and should use that power to benefit the public statewide. On the other hand, local government is the source of some prosecutors’ authority and capacity, and they should exercise those aspects of their power to represent the best interests of the local public.

This Section discusses the legal environments that strengthen the statewide polity’s claims. I argue that declination policies are easiest to square with the claims of a statewide polity when they are framed as presumptions linked to the allocation of scarce resources. These declination practices are accepted as routine and legitimate, even for prosecutors who work in a setting that stresses duty to a statewide polity.

A. SOURCES OF STATEWIDE LOYALTY

The starting point for a prosecutor’s loyalty to a statewide electorate is the particular criminal law that the prosecutor proposes to enforce. If the criminal case is based on a violation of a local ordinance, voters elsewhere in the state have little or no stake in the enforcement of that law. On the other hand, if the prosecutor files criminal charges under a state statute, a statewide polity created that legal resource. Voters from all over the state elected legislators who passed that bill, along with the governor who signed it. Those voters may have an interest in seeing that law enforced throughout the state, not just in their own neighborhoods.

As a conceptual starting point, the statewide polity should control whether a duly passed statute will be enforced throughout the state. Majority rule is a central concept in criminal law, as in other fields. It is difficult to see how a minority concentrated in one part of a state should be able to declare a state criminal law inapplicable, even within its own local boundaries. The minority might disapprove of the statute, the policy, and the moral judgment it embodies. Yet, as an initial matter, a majority of voters in the state should

---

expect the law to remain in force throughout the state, even in places where a statewide minority makes up a local majority.\textsuperscript{76}

Although statewide applicability is the starting point for any analysis, it is not the endpoint for every statute. Statutes that represent a fundamental statement of values constrain prosecutors the most. These provisions form the traditional core of any state criminal code, revealing a considered and sustained judgment by the statewide polity that prosecutors should enforce a particular social norm.\textsuperscript{77} On the other hand, criminal statutes that merely provide “tools” to achieve a larger end, such as public safety, demand less loyalty and allow a prosecutor more room to consider competing objectives.

What marks the difference, then, between the core and the periphery? Which statutes require prosecutors to recognize their uniform and statewide applicability, and which are merely tools that a local prosecutor might declare to be poorly suited for the needs of the local district?

One indicator is typical levels of usage. Long-term charging practices show us that some statutes, though still on the books, go largely unenforced.\textsuperscript{78} The Administrative Office of the Courts for any given state can generate a frequency table of criminal statutes that have formed the basis for all prosecutions in the state during the past year. Some statutes (such as simple assault) are used often. Other statutes (such as bans on adultery and other forms of consensual sexual activity), though they still appear in the criminal code, are not used at all. Similarly, some statutes are used in only a handful of cases, limited to just a few districts in the state.\textsuperscript{79} The same remains true,

\textsuperscript{76} Cf. Kamin, supra note 34, at 203–05 (arguing that deferral of federal prosecution under immigration laws, unlike declination of federal prosecution under marijuana laws, “creates new rights” for potential targets of prosecution by declaring limited reach of laws in categorical terms).

\textsuperscript{77} This account stresses the expressive purposes of the criminal law. See generally Joel Feinberg, The Expressive Function of Punishment, 49 MONIST 397 (1965) (distinguishing expressive purposes of criminal law from traditional accounts of criminal law purposes).


\textsuperscript{79} See Jessica Smith, Detailed North Carolina Statewide & County-Level Criminal Charging Data, N.C. CRIM. L.: UNC SCH. OF GOV’T BLOG (June 8, 2020, 10:00 AM), https://nccriminallaw.sog.unc.edu/detailed-north-carolina-statewide-county-level-criminal-charging-data/ [perma.cc/9667-xhja] (listing North Carolina statutes that formed the basis for fewer than 100 cases in a year, in a state with 100 counties and 43 prosecutorial districts); cf. Russell M. Gold, Promoting Democracy in Prosecution, 86 WASH. L. REV. 69, 115–17 (2011) (describing examples of prosecutors cutting costs by reducing prosecutions under criminal statutes that prosecutor treats as lower priorities).
year after year, with the same statutes routinely appearing at the top and the bottom of the frequency table.\textsuperscript{80}

Sometimes a criminal statute falls into disuse over time. Perhaps the social problem seems less pressing or different legal tools come along to address it more effectively. Legislatures in the United States, when compared to legislatures elsewhere in the world, place little stock in the coherence of the criminal code.\textsuperscript{81} They are willing to add new provisions without much thought about whether they eclipse existing sections of the code, and they are happy to leave the relative importance of related statutes to the choices of future prosecutors.\textsuperscript{82}

Further, it is not only older statutes that settle into a lower priority category over time. In some cases, legislators understand from the start that their new criminal statute will generate only a few cases, either because the conduct occurs rarely or because existing statutes already address the problem.\textsuperscript{83} They nevertheless vote for a statute to give the prosecutor an additional tool for plea bargaining or to signal an awareness that some new social harm has arrived. Even if an existing statute could have covered the new harm, legislatures figure it never hurts to express newfound concern.\textsuperscript{84}

In sum, little-used and duplicative statutes exist in every state’s criminal code. The consistent failure of prosecutors to charge under these laws amounts to a mute categorical judgment. These are not just examples of prosecutors making a few declinations in exceptional cases. Rather, they represent an unspoken, consensus-based judgment among prosecutors that some statutes no longer serve the needs of the state, or at least most parts of the state.\textsuperscript{85}

The statutes with the longest history of low frequency filings deserve the least consideration from prosecutors. That is especially true if the rare filings are limited to particular areas in the state. Conversely, criminal


\textsuperscript{84} See Stuntz, supra note 83, at 529–33.

statutes that are frequently enforced across different areas of the state and are enforced consistently over the years make the strongest claims for continued enforcement on behalf of the statewide electorate.

Another indicator of a strong claim for the prosecutor to obey the statewide polity appears in criminal statutes that have strong spillover effects from district to district. Some crimes address social harms that are primarily local, while others speak to harmful acts that affect places far from the scene of the crime. For instance, criminal prosecutions under environmental statutes that punish discharges into rivers and streams are designed to protect all downstream parties, not just those in the district where the water pollution began. Similarly, a refusal to enforce gun control laws against noncompliant sellers of firearms in one county could result in deaths and injuries in some other county.

If it is true that each criminal law creates a stronger or weaker claim of loyalty to a statewide polity, what response from a prosecutor is appropriate when a law makes such a claim? We turn now to that question.

B. PRESUMPTIONS LINKED TO RESOURCE PRIORITIES

Just as state legislatures create the criminal statutes that form the basis for most prosecutions, they also build state court systems and fund the personnel to operate them. In performing those latter functions, state legislatures fund the courts and prosecutors at modest levels that make it impossible to enforce the criminal law to its fullest extent. In so doing, state legislatures build a need for declinations into the prosecutorial system with the budgets they allot.

The level of court funding today says more about state priorities than it once did. Throughout the twentieth century, states tended to centralize their court systems. They eliminated many municipal courts and consolidated court funding and governance at the state level. There were and still are holdouts: municipal courts still exist, funded at the local level. In those exceptional settings, when prosecutors decline charges in the municipal courts, they respond mostly to a local polity. In the more typical state-funded and state-governed courts, however, the choices of state actors have an important effect on prosecutor declinations. If state legislatures only fund a limited number of judges and courtrooms, their budget decisions necessarily

---

86 See Murray, supra note 14 (manuscript at 51).
envision—and tacitly endorse—declination power for the prosecutor. Funding levels confirm that statewide representatives, speaking for a statewide polity, expect prosecutors to prioritize some crimes above others.\(^9^9\) Inevitably, the competing uses of limited state funds for criminal prosecution play out differently in various districts. Local variety is baked in.

For that reason, a policy can, without controversy, connect declinations of one crime to the budget for prosecution of other crimes.\(^9^0\) The office policy might, for example, declare that local prosecutors will redirect resources from drug possession or larceny of small dollar amounts to firearms offenses.\(^9^1\) These are the easy cases. The relative importance of various crimes will differ from place to place, and state legislatures naturally expect local officials to make these tradeoffs.\(^9^2\) Such resource-based declination policies acknowledge that all of the state criminal statutes remain in force in the local district, but that office policy places some statutes at the back of the line.

It is more challenging, but still possible, to justify prosecutor policies that announce presumptions against filing charges under a statute without explicitly linking that presumption to resource allocation. For instance, a policy might declare that the office will only file charges in marijuana possession charges in cases involving threats to juveniles or other pronounced threats to public safety.\(^9^3\) For these crimes, the prosecutor chooses and announces priorities among the various actions the state legislature has declared blameworthy. Without declaring that a particular crime is not actually blameworthy within the district, prosecutors can use the presumption built into the office policy to appropriately declare that some


\(^{9^0}\) See Kamin, supra note 34, at 185; Joshua Luke Sandoval, Ethical Considerations for Prosecutors: How Recent Advancements Have Changed the Face of Prosecution, 10 ST. MARY’S J. ON LEGAL MALPRACTICE & ETHICS 60, 71, 98–100 (2019) (prosecutor reflecting on role of budgetary limits in declination policy choices).

\(^{9^1}\) See ROLLINS, supra note 2 (describing policy of presumed refusal to charge for fifteen offenses, including marijuana, shoplifting, and trespass); Schmadeke, supra note 31 (naming a motivation in raising bar for felony retail theft as “prioritizing limited resources”).

\(^{9^2}\) See Joan E. Jacoby, The Charging Policies of Prosecutors, in THE PROSECUTOR 75, 78–79 (William F. McDonald, ed., 1979); Thomas, supra note 57, at 1046–53 (arguing that charging discretion is beneficial when it makes the criminal code more closely aligned with public priorities); Ronald F. Wright, Persistent Localism in the Prosecutorial Services of North Carolina, 41 CRIME & JUST. 211, 216–19 (2012).

\(^{9^3}\) See Clifford & Goldstein, supra note 28.
wrongs are more important than others. 94 This does not amount to a judgment that the state law no longer applies within the district. 95 It still leaves open the possibility that even a low-priority state law could outrank other potential crimes in particular circumstances.

Federal enforcement of marijuana possession and distribution crimes offers another example of the use of presumptions in declination policy. Federal law makes it a crime to possess marijuana. 96 Some states, however, have decriminalized marijuana possession. 97 Under a Department of Justice policy adopted in 2010, prosecutors do not declare categorically that marijuana possession in those states no longer violates federal law, and they make no commitment to stop filing such charges altogether. Instead, federal policy creates a presumption against prosecution in marijuana possession cases, instructing federal prosecutors to file charges in such cases only if they present particular risks of violence. 98 That policy is justified both in terms of limited resources and on the basis of public safety priorities.

The easiest way to justify a categorical declination policy is to implement the policy as a presumption and to explain the policy as a better use of limited resources that can deliver the best results for the local district. The greatest objection to a presumptive policy is possible dishonesty. 99 There may be times when the chief prosecutor, in truth, has decided not to bring any charges under a statute under any circumstances. In those cases, however, it would not mislead the public to explain the policy as a presumption even though there is no serious prospect that a case would ever arrive to rebut the presumption. A prosecutor who adopts a categorical declination policy normally has several reasons for doing so, including some

94 Sklansky, supra note 72, at 463–64 (describing the role of voters in holding prosecutors accountable for their office priorities); see Stephanos Bibas, Prosecutorial Regulation Versus Prosecutorial Accountability, 157 U. PA. L. REV. 959, 990–91 (2009). This power to prioritize crimes holds true across various conceptions of democracy, whether it be participatory, representative, or otherwise. See David Alan Sklansky, Unpacking the Relationship between Prosecutors and Democracy in the United States, in PROSECUTORS AND DEMOCRACY 276, 283–86 (Máximo Langer and David Alan Sklansky, eds., 2017).

95 Cf. Kamin, supra note 34, at 200–03 (arguing that federal policy disfavoring marijuana charges in some jurisdictions is legitimate because it does not purport to invalidate the federal law within those boundaries).


97 COLO. CONST. art. XVIII, § 16(3).


99 See Sawyer, supra note 10.
reasons that depend on current circumstances. The public would benefit from hearing the entire range of reasons. Describing a policy as a strong presumption still gives the public adequate notice and can prompt public debate and accountability.¹⁰⁰ Announcing a presumption also shows an attractive modesty on the part of the prosecutor, leaving open the possibility that new evidence or new arguments might change the ordinary outcome and lead to charges in exceptional cases. Even if the presumption of declination is strong, it accurately informs the public that unforeseen circumstances in the future might change the outcome.

Finally, the variety that is possible for declinations does not operate in the same way for procedural rules. For instance, state statutes related to the prosecutor’s duty to disclose evidence to the defense are binding on locally-elected prosecutors, even if local voters would not approve of those particular disclosure rules.¹⁰¹ Statewide procedural controls, however, set only a minimum level of procedural fairness. They leave room for local prosecutors to declare local policies, such as open file discovery, that place higher standards on local prosecutors than state statutes require.

IV. DUTIES TO THE LOCAL POLITY

The enforcement resources created at the state level—criminal statutes combined with limited budgets that force prosecutors to pick their priorities—support the use of case-specific declinations by prosecutors.¹⁰² Those legal resources at the state level also justify prospective declination policies in a prosecutor’s office when those policies are framed in terms of a presumption against charging linked to the limited resources of the office. Such a presumption acknowledges the mixed signals that prosecutors receive from the state polity: the existence of a criminal statute on the one hand and budgetary constraints on the other. A presumption respects the judgment of the voters whose legislators declared certain conduct to be criminal, while choosing the local priorities that limited state budgets make necessary.

But the mixed message that prosecutors receive from state government does not tell the whole story. Interactions between state and local levels of accountability for the prosecutor make the story even more complicated.

The local polity sometimes prefers that a prosecutor decline more cases than the state polity would tolerate. Under some circumstances, such views

¹⁰⁰ See Murray, supra note 14 (manuscript at 40–41).
¹⁰² See Kamin, supra note 34; Murray, supra note 14 (manuscript at 2–3).
held by the local polity make a difference for prosecutor declination policies, adding further support to declination policies framed as presumptions. Furthermore, local input can sometimes justify a categorical policy to decline charges and not just a presumption against certain charges. This Section examines the sources of a prosecutor’s duties of loyalty to a local polity.

To see the difference level of government makes, recall the handful of states that do not elect their chief prosecutors on the local level. In Connecticut, the local prosecutors’ offices in major population centers follow the lead of a statewide Chief State Attorney, who is appointed by a commission of court officials. Across the border in Massachusetts, however, each chief local prosecutor is elected. Imagine, then, that the State’s Attorney in New Haven, Connecticut (a local prosecutor) and the District Attorney in Berkshire County, Massachusetts (another local prosecutor) each announce a declination policy related to drug possession


104 While public input may properly influence the prosecutor’s choice of priorities and setting general policies, it cannot have any role in the decisions of an individual prosecutor about whether to file charges in an individual case. The distinction between policy choices and case-level decisions marks the line where prosecutorial independence becomes a critical value. See Bruce A. Green & Rebecca Roiphe, When Prosecutors Politick: Progressive Law Enforcers Then and Now, 110 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 719, 732–33 (2020); David Alan Sklansky, The Changing Political Landscape for Elected Prosecutors, 14 OHIO ST. J. CRIM. L. 647, 673–74 (2017).

105 See Erik Luna, Prosecutorial Decriminalization, 102 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 785, 801-06 (2012) (declination practices declared overtly can result in differential application of criminal law that “can be seen as beneficial under theories of federalism and localism”); Leigh Osofsky, The Case for Categorical Nonenforcement, 69 TAX. L. REV. 73, 131–32 (2015) (arguing for categorical nonenforcement under some circumstances).

106 CONN. GEN. STAT. § 51-278(a) (2019).

107 MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 12, § 12 (2019).
cases. Is there any doubt that we should evaluate these decisions according to different criteria?

For the State’s Attorney in Connecticut, the declination policy must further any policies and priorities of the Chief State Attorney. If the statewide policy itself prohibits local variation, the State’s Attorney in New Haven cannot properly consider the views of New Haven residents in deciding whether to file charges in drug possession cases. For the District Attorney in Berkshire County, on the other hand, there is no statewide policy to implement. She is free to consider the views of local voters in deciding whether to charge drug possession crimes or to direct those limited office resources to some other priority. Indeed, we might criticize an elected local prosecutor for ignoring the wishes of her voters when setting local policy about declinations. This Section explores the basis for that intuition.

A. LOCAL FUNDING AND EFFECTS AS SOURCES OF LOCAL POWER

One reason that local views about declinations should carry weight is that local governments fund important parts of criminal law enforcement. In some jurisdictions, the city or county government operates its own court system that specializes in adjudicating misdemeanors and lesser infractions. Even in states with unified court systems, local taxpayers might fund the courthouse building or the prosecutor’s office facilities. Local taxes also sometimes pay for court administrators. Local governments in some states fund the salaries of a number of attorneys and other staff in the prosecutor’s office.

Local actors, paid with local funds, also play a central role in some diversion programs. Prosecutors’ offices often work with local pretrial

---


109 See generally Kay Levine, Should Consistency Be Part of the Reform Prosecutor’s Playbook?, 1 HASTINGS J. CRIME & PUNISHMENT 169 (2020) (arguing that procedural consistency in consideration of declination factors is more appropriate as an office policy than consistency in outcomes of declination decision).


112 See MALEGA & COHEN, supra note 88, at 8 (2013).

113 See MALEGA & COHEN, supra note 88, at 8 (2013).

service agencies or with non-profit community groups to help people accused of crimes with the objective of keeping them out of the criminal courts as they receive treatment and holding them accountable for their actions.\footnote{115}{See Kalani C. Johnson, Robert C. Davis, Melissa Labriola, Michael Rempel & Warren A. Reich, An Overview of Prosecutor-Led Diversion Programs: A New Incarnation of an Old Idea, 41 JUST. SYS. J. 63, 63 (2019).} Local governments also pay for many of the community organizations that design and operate non-prison punishments that judges may impose after convictions for some crimes.\footnote{116}{See COLO. REV. STAT. § 18-1.3-301(4) (2020) (providing for local funding of community corrections programs).}

Local governments also fund most of the police organizations in the United States, and, with that money, the local polity claims the legitimate power to control the style and pervasiveness of policing they prefer.\footnote{117}{See generally David Alan Sklansky, Police and Democracy, 103 MICH. L. REV. 1699 (2005) (analyzing different frameworks for understanding popular control of policing in democratic societies); BRIAN A. REAVES, DEP’T OF JUST. BUREAU OF JUST. STAT., LOCAL POLICE DEPARTMENTS, 2013: PERSONNEL, POLICIES, AND PRACTICES (2015) (describing variety in local practices adopted by police departments serving different local constituencies), https://bja.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyckuh186/files/bwc/pdfs/BJS_2013LocalPoliceDeptReport.pdf [perma.cc/r4us-gy2b].} Local contributions to criminal courts, prosecutor personnel and operations, and programming for those accused and convicted of crimes all support a similar allocation of power: those who pay the piper can call the tune.\footnote{118}{The aphorism, however, doesn’t hold true for some areas of legal practice. See MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT 1.8(f) (AM. BAR ASS’N 1983) (allowing third parties to pay client’s fees only under circumstances that ensure client control of objectives and attorney independence). Drawing an analogy to the state and local contributions to prosecutors and criminal proceedings, one might treat the state as a third-party payer, helping to obtain legal representation for local interests for purposes of public safety.}

A second reason that local views about declinations should matter is that most crime—and most criminal law enforcement—has concentrated local effects. City and county governments pass ordinances to address some of these localized social harms. As for crimes that appear in the state criminal code, different localities suffer from different levels of crime. Specific types of crimes can create stronger or milder reactions in different communities: illegal weapon possession, for instance, could create more public anxiety in some places than in others.

A large amount of crime happens within a local social network. A disproportionate number of people who are punished for criminal acts come from a small set of neighborhoods and commit most of their crimes close to
home. More generally, criminologists have documented the powerful interactions between crime and place. The toxic side effects of improper law enforcement also matter most at the local level. The residents of a local community, with their greater awareness of and responsibility for threats to public safety, should have the most to tell prosecutors about how to spend limited resources to achieve public safety.

Because of local funding and concentrated local effects, when local voters favor declinations under a particular statute, those views strengthen the justification for such an office policy. The more difficult question, which we explore in the next Section, is whether a local preference for declinations adds something that state voter preferences, standing alone, cannot.

**B. STATE GRANTS OF LOCAL AUTONOMY**

Local governments are creatures of state government. They only exercise the amount and type of authority that state governments grant them, and those grants of legal power take different forms. In the declination context, many sources of law combine to tell us how much authority state government actors grant prosecutors to follow guidance from local voters and institutions.

Home rule provisions in state statutes and constitutions set the scene. Some states grant broad powers to local governments to determine their own policies across a wide range of topics, while others grant more limited local

---


121 See William J. Stuntz, The Collapse of American Criminal Justice 158–195 (2011) (arguing that local control of criminal law enforcement would produce more appropriate balances between enforcement costs and benefits).


autonomy. This legal framework may not specifically address the work of the criminal prosecutor, but it does establish an environment of greater or lesser autonomy for local officials to create policies based on local conditions.

State laws establishing the duties of the local chief prosecutors present more direct evidence of the power delegated to the local level to control declinations. Typically, statutes place the charging authority in one and only one figure for each judicial or prosecutorial district in the state. North Carolina statutes, for example, place upon each of the forty-three District Attorneys throughout the state the duty to “prosecute . . . in the name of the State all criminal actions and infractions requiring prosecution” in the state courts in the relevant district. The same provision also creates a duty to “advise the officers of justice in the district attorney’s district,” suggesting a coordinating role for public safety in the local community.

The statutory grant of authority over charging is directed to local prosecutors in particular and not to local actors more generally. These statutes do not give local judges a role in the initial selection of charges. Most states give trial judges a role in testing the quality of dismissals after the prosecutor files, but, even then, the judge typically takes a secondary role, reacting to the prosecutor’s motion to dismiss charges.

Statewide prosecutorial officials, such as the state attorney general, also remain on the sideline in the declination decision under the typical statutory code. The state Attorneys General have no authority to hire or fire prosecutors in the local office. In ordinary criminal matters, the Attorneys General have limited supervisory authority as well because statutes in most states restrict their power to override the local District Attorney’s choices.

---


125 See Murray, supra note 14 (manuscript at 52–53).

126 A few states still allow private citizens to initiate criminal charges, which are subject to dismissal by the trial judge or the prosecutor. N.C. G E N. S T A T. §§ 15A-303, 15A-304 (2019); Brown, supra note 4, at 73–74.


128 Id.

129 See Brown, supra note 4, at 70–73.


about declinations. Some state statutes grant authority to the attorney general for charging decisions in matters that create a conflict of interest for the local district attorney’s office. A few other statutes affirmatively grant the state attorney general the power to file charges in specialized cases, such as environmental crimes or financial fraud. These exceptional areas are treated differently largely because they involve special expertise that might not be available to most local prosecutors’ offices and crimes that may involve spillover effects that extend beyond the boundaries of a single prosecutorial district.

It is revealing to compare how state law treats the declination decision and the local prosecutor’s role in criminal appeals, whether initiated by the defendant or the state. Some states designate the local prosecutor to represent the interests of the state, while other statutes centralize control of the

132 The level of restriction on this power of statewide officials to supersede the original declination by the local prosecutor varies from state to state. See Fla. Stat. § 27.14(1) (2019); Tyler Q. Yeargain, Discretion Versus Supersession: Calibrating the Power Balance Between Local Prosecutors and State Officials, 68 Emory L.J. 95, 110–26 (2018) (reviewing different levels of restrictions, including power to supersede if court or commission authorizes it, if prosecutor refuses to enforce a law, upon request from another state official, when “public interest” requires, or when “necessary”)). Rachel Barkow notes that state attorneys general rarely invoke the power that statutes grant them to override the charging decisions of local prosecutors. Rachel E. Barkow, Federalism and Criminal Law: What the Feds Can Learn from the States, 109 Mich. L. Rev. 519, 550–56 (2011). For a recent and overtly political example of a supersession law drafted to apply to only one local prosecutor, see Akela Lacy & Ryan Grim, Pennsylvania Lawmakers Move to Strip Reformist Prosecutor Larry Kramer of Authority, The Intercept (July 8, 2019, 5:55 PM), https://theintercept.com/2019/07/08/larry-krasner-pennsylvania-attorney-general [perma.cc/skn2-yba3] (describing legislation that authorizes state attorney general to file charges for one class of cases from a single prosecutorial district after the District Attorney announced a declination policy).

133 See Barkow, supra note 128, at 549–50.

134 See Barkow, supra note 128, at 545–49.

135 See infra Part III.

136 Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Ann. art. 2.01 (West 2019) (“[D]istrict attorney shall represent the State in all criminal cases in the district courts of his district and in appeals therefrom.”).
appeals process in the attorney general. Still others create joint responsibility for appeals between the state and local levels.

The government’s use of criminal appeals and its responses to defense appeals affect the scope of the substantive criminal law and the investigative techniques that the police can pursue. Jurisdictions that allow local prosecutors to control or influence criminal appellate practice give those prosecutors an important voice in setting the boundaries for criminal enforcement. The applications of criminal law that matter the most to local prosecutors will be the ones they assert or defend in the appellate courts. Those appellate priorities of local prosecutors will play out differently in various local districts.

Taking all of these sources of law together, it is clear that each state grants different degrees of independence to its local prosecutors. Some allow prosecutors enormous control over the practical meaning of the criminal law within their own districts, while others limit the prosecutor to choices about the best use of limited resources at the local level. The amount of influence state law gives to local prosecutors over criminal law enforcement priorities tells us this: greater grants of autonomy to local prosecutors strengthen the prosecutor’s duty to local voters.

The three factors discussed in this part—large payments for criminal justice from local governments, concentrated local effects of crime, and broad grants of authority under state law to local prosecutors—make the voices of local voters more important. When these factors align, they expand...

---


the declination policies that prosecutors can adopt, consistent with their duties to statewide voters.

C. APPLICATIONS

Two applications of this legal framework will reveal more about its contours. The first example looks to a policy that sits near the outer bounds: a declination policy that is legitimate because all the legal characteristics align to strengthen the local prosecutor’s hand. The second example involves a declination policy that, in my view, overreaches the local prosecutor’s proper authority.

Local prosecutors have adopted all sorts of policies in connection with declination of charges for marijuana possession. Any of them could be justified under the right conditions. Starting at the end of the spectrum that is easiest to support, an office could reaffirm the traditional authority of line prosecutors to decline charges in individual cases, whether based on weak evidence or on the disproportionate effects of a criminal prosecution for the arrestee. A presumption against filing marijuana possession charges, which recognizes the option of filing charges if exceptional circumstances are present, would also be consistent with the prosecutor’s duty to state and local polities as long as the prosecutor explains this policy as an effort to redirect resources to activities that could make a bigger impact on local public safety.

A policy one step further along the spectrum would involve a presumption against charges without any linkage to resource questions. Such a policy could be justified in a jurisdiction where the local voters clearly indicate their preference to deemphasize marijuana cases in the criminal courts and where state law leaves great latitude to local prosecutors about charging decisions. Finally, a prosecutor’s office might take the final step and enact a mandatory policy against charging for small amounts of marijuana—a step beyond creating a presumption. Such a policy would be legitimate if several conditions were present. First, the local polity should express its desire clearly. Second, state law should treat the possession statute as a peripheral crime designed to strengthen the prosecutor’s hand during plea negotiations, a status that can be determined from legislative history and from charging patterns over time. Third, local funding for community safety and security should be robust. Fourth, the crime’s impact and the enforcement costs should be concentrated at the local level. Finally, state grants of power to local prosecutors to set local enforcement priorities should
be broad. When these conditions come together, a categorical policy against filing charges under the statute is justifiable.139

Enforcement of the death penalty within a district presents local prosecutors with greater limits on their legitimate declination authority. Case-by-case declinations, of course, happen routinely in the death penalty context. Prosecutors decide not to file charges under the capital murder statute and instead prosecute the case under a different homicide provision.140

Prosecutors also might declare that their office will only pursue capital punishment in the most extreme circumstances, not in every circumstance they believe to be legally justified. This policy amounts to a presumption against filing the charge. A chief prosecutor could properly base this policy on the high cost of death penalty cases, which diverts resources from other cases.141

Local opinion can strengthen the case for a resource-based presumption. If prosecutors raise the question of death penalty charges during the election campaign and raise their concerns about its expense and ineffectiveness as a crime control device in the local district, voters can respond on election day. Similarly, if a prosecutor holds real doubts about the constitutionality of the death penalty as applied, and those doubts have a colorable basis in current law, then refusing to seek the death penalty in cases that would run afoul of the prosecutor’s reading of the Constitution would be legitimate.

More problematic, however, are prosecutor policies that declare a categorical refusal to file death penalty cases in the district based on moral objections to capital punishment.142 It may be true that the local polity

139 The same analysis could support declination policies related to other crimes, such as prostitution, statutory rape, and destruction of property. See Levine, supra note 79, at 1057–87 (documenting changes in enforcement patterns for statutory rape laws).
opposes capital punishment, but a local majority cannot override a statewide majority on the moral propriety of the death penalty. A categorical declination policy based on moral grounds allows a local majority to override a statewide majority on the legal force of the state statute. That is not a question the state grants to the local polity.\footnote{In Ayala v. Scott, 224 So. 3d 755, 758–59 ( Fla. 2017), the court reached the correct outcome for overly broad reasons, namely, that refusals to enforce the death penalty apart from case-by-case determinations fall outside the traditional bounds of prosecutorial discretion.}

CONCLUSION

There is no single answer to the proper scope of the prosecutor’s declination policy. Prosecutors in the United States differ.\footnote{See Ronald F. Wright, Kay L. Levine, & Marc L. Miller, The Many Faces of Prosecution, 1 STAN. J. CRIM. L. & POL’Y 27, 34–37 (2015) (reviewing empirical studies documenting structural differences in prosecutor offices).} The separation of powers doctrine is relevant when setting the boundary, as are the various sources of law that mark the prosecutor’s competing duties to state and local polities.

Particular bodies of law and legal practices define the prosecutor’s competing loyalties to the statewide and local polities. The relevant indicators include appropriations of public funds for prosecutor positions and court operations, the legislative history and typical uses of the criminal statute or ordinance the prosecutor might enforce, distinctive local effects of crime and enforcement patterns, home rule provisions in state statutes and constitutions, and the statutory authority of state-level offices (the governor or the state attorney general) to file or take control of criminal cases without an invitation from the local elected prosecutor.

At the same time, the proper scope of declination authority does not vary individually from prosecutor to prosecutor. The proper limits apply to each prosecutor’s office as a whole. They are based on legal characteristics of the office, conditions in the local community, and the relevant categories of cases rather than individual preferences of the chief prosecutor or the line prosecutors.

The views of local voters can expand the legitimate range of a prosecutor’s declination policy, but only if state law allows room for local views. In most jurisdictions, state law does leave an opening for local input to guide the prosecutor’s choice of charges. Expansive criminal codes, limited state funding for prosecutors, and the influence of local contributions to prosecutor and court funding produce a scheme in which both levels of

government matter. As a result, different charging priorities take shape for various local offices.

State law can direct the prosecutor to ignore the wishes of local voters in limited circumstances: those few sections of the criminal code that express the core moral values of statewide voters, where limited resources do not provide a basis to redirect such cases to the back of the line. These situations are rare. Far more often, the best practice for a prosecutor is to listen to both state and local polities and to set local charging policies that account for the legitimate input of both.